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Places, parks, lakes, kindergartens, skate’s ramps that she depicts are empty of humans, but occupied by layouts,                 

simultaneously familiars and but strange. Everything seems yet « normal » at the first sight and we would have been                    

tempt to pass, but something finally catch us. Perhaps the colors arbitrary ? Perhaps the too pure light ? Perhaps                    

some objects floating like weightless ? Street furnitures then become matter of contemplation, such as the                

“metaphysical paintings” of Chirico, but without the need of any surreal artifice to achieve this end. 

text extract from  "La tragédie des choses nulles" by Lionel Morel 

 
Born in 1984, lives and works in Saint-Ouen. 

 

FORMATION  

2008 

● DNSEP, École des Beaux-Arts de Bordeaux 

2009 

● Master 2 Esthétique de l’art, Université Paris 8 

 

Personal exhibitions  :  

 2019 : 

A venir en mai & juin : “Res Nullius” - 1st personal exhibition at the  under construction gallery - support for the first 

exhibition by the CNAP 

 

2018 

● Des infra-basses et des oiseaux - L'Assaut de la Menuiserie -  Saint-Etienne 

● Soda pas frais - Open Bach -  Paris 

● Camille Beauplan - Galerie 5un7 -  Bordeaux  

  

2016 

● Presque au milieu - La Cabine - Clermont-Ferrand  

 

 Expositions collectives:  

2018 

● Bienvenue Art FAir - stand under construction gallery - Cité Internationale des Arts - Paris 

● Pendant que les champs brûlent - Plateforme Galerie -  Paris 

  

2017 

● Collector - Galerie Eponyme - Bordeaux 

  

2016 

● Carillon - Sortie 13 & Galerie 5un7 - Pessac 

● Bricks and Clicks #1 - Galerie Christophe Gaillard, sur une invitation de Lechassis et Le 149 - Paris 

● Nécessité et Contingence - Le 149 -  le149.net 

  

2009 

● Les Multitudes élémentaires - Galerie Cortex Athlético - Bordeaux 

 

2008 

● Johann Milh, Priscille Claude, Camille Beauplan - Frac Limousin - Théâtre de L’Union -  Limoges 
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2018  

● L'assaut de la menuiserie, Saint-Etienne 

2019  

●  Villa Belleville, Paris 

● Gemellarte, Terni, Italie 

 
 

 
 

 
La Pausa, la croisière immobile - 2018 

                                                                                               acrylic on canvas - 50x61 cm  

 

                                                                                     La Pausa, la fausse gymnastique - 2018 
   acrylic on canvas  - 80x60 cm 
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Une piscine pour aimée - 2018 - acrylic on canvas - 110x125 cm 

Sans-titre (Les paysages) , 2017, tirage chromogène       

contrecollé sur Aluminium de Valérie Jouve et "World        

Corners", 1998, Objets Divers, de Thomas      

Hirschhorn, au Musée d'Art Moderne et      

Contemporain de Saint-Etienne  - 2018 

acrylic on canvas - 130x120 cm  
 2.700€  

Pendant les expositions "considérer le monde"      

collection du musée et "world corners" de       

Thomas Hirschhorn, et avant "face à      

l'obscurité" de Jean-Michel Othoniel et "formes      

de vies" de Valérie Jouve, au Musée d'Art        

Moderne et Contemporain de Saint-Etienne -      

2018  

acrylic on canvas - 130x120 cm 

 2.700€ 
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La maison de l’emploi et les distributeur ou le musée  

de l’emploi de Saint-Etienne  - 2018   

acrylic on canvas - 80x60 cm 

  
  

 

  

  

Les palmiers du Montebello - 2018 

acrylic on canvas - 130x150 cm 
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Rosace sur PSA Peugeot Citroën à Saint-Ouen  -  2018  

acrylic on canvas - 150x170 cm 
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Le bar est fermé, Friche la Belle de Mai, Marseille  -  2018 

acrylic on canvas - 105x125 cm 
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Pinder au MUCEM - 2018  
acrylic on canvas - 100x140 cm  
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Magasin de souvenirs à Biloxi, Mississippi - 2018  

acrylic on canvas  - 150x170 cm  
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Balançoire au square Marmottan - 2017 

acrylic on canvas - 155x170 cm 
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Jeux 2, Parc des Docks à Saint-Ouen - 2017 

acrylic on canvas  - 90x100 cm  
 
  
 
 

 

 

 

Jeux dit  “L’araignée” au square Anatole France à Saint-Ouen  

2017  

acrylic on canvas  - 80x100 cm 
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Le lac de Castelgaillard à vendre en automne 2015  - 2017 

acrylic on canvas - 64,5x 81 cm 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Modules sur Périph’, Saint-Ouen - 2017  

acrylic on canvas  - 125x150 cm  
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...Ckson Pollock à IRM Paris XIII - 2019 

acrylique sur toile - 130 x 97 cm  
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« Is it future or is it past ? » 

David Lynch 

 

How to endure the desperation of our dull and alienated everyday life ? The traditional answer to this question                   

has long remained : phantasm. However, we were responsible for fantasizing for us. A certain modern project                 

meant re-enchanting our lives, putting art back into life, aesthetising us, or painting the air of the wind in a                    

thousand colors. It was a question of covering the big sets in yellow or salmon, to decorate our strolls of urban                     

furniture artistic or design, to erect holes of greenery (natural or not) or even - why not - menhirs. In short, these                      

well-intentioned efforts to offer us a fantasy support make us live in another's dream, which is - as Deleuze said                    

- the very definition of the nightmare. 

 

It is this nightmare that interests Camille Beauplan. Her paintings are traps that capture this grimacing and                 

ridiculous reality. This capture is a moment of disillusionment: our reality, is the juxtaposition of fragments of                 

grisaille and fragments of fantasies assembled on the same plane. Thus, the bright and dreamlike Maison de                 

l'Emploi is close to the neon ATM. This is the acknowledgment of a failure - not that of our famous "inability to                      

re-enchant the world", but on the contrary, of our relentlessness to re-enchant it. To want to re-enchant the                  

world is, whatever we do, to make it more gloomy than it is. We must admit it : we are no longer convinced by                        

the world. And we have to do with it. 

The painting of this urban melancholy is not limited to a critical gesture. The effect of grotesque, sublime                  

ridiculous, this juxtaposition of dream and triviality - all this comes from a romantic sensibility and mobilizes the                  

romantic figure of the haunted place. The contemporary version of this figure is called the zone. An                 

omnipresent figure and here, for example, an abyss : in this zone that is the Museum of Modern Art, in this area                      

fits the restored photograph of ruined buildings dominated by a crane. The privileged place of art is the area.                   

And Saint-Etienne, necessarily. Thanks to the hazardous fantasies and obsolete fashions, from paintings to              

paintings, we can discern harmonious lines, colors that respond to each other, powerful structure s: beyond                

the bizarre and dullness of our everyday life, there is in Camille Beauplan’s eyes, strangely convincing forms,                 

which we no longer see. 

 

Frédéric Montfort, 2018 
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The tragedy of nonsense things 

Res nullius. By this term, the Romans les romains meant “things without a master”, which belong to no one.                   

Fish in the sea, mushroom in the woods, game for hunting, etc. The rule is that the first to seize it become the                       

rightful master.  

The paintings of Camille Beauplan also give us a vision of the “null things”, but this time in the literal sense of                      

the term. They show nil things. Unused because unusable. Canceled things and things that cancel. Things that                 

cancel us and make us null and void. 

The squares, the parks, the lakes, the kindergartens, the skate ramps, the cemeteries she depicts are empty of                  

humans, but occupied by developments that are simultaneously strangely familiar and fundamentally strange.             

Everything seems "normal" at first sight and we would be tempted to go, but something ends by catching us.                   

Maybe the arbitrary colors? Maybe the light too pure? Maybe some floating objects like weightlessness. Urban                

furniture becomes a subject for contemplation, as in Chirico's "metaphysical paintings", but without the need               

for any surreal artifice to achieve this end.  

The balançoire du square Marmottan à Saint Ouen looks like bicycle saddle that Picasso made minotaur’s                
1

heads with them. Deafly hostile, no wise mother would let her children go. It would almost want to flee, but                    

difficult to take refuge in the bushes of the background, reduced to flat color as a theatre set. At the                    

background, the building has no door and on the right, a single window levitated on the facade, indicative of an                    

aberrant architecture. It is impossible to find a place in this picture, whose subtly depraved perspective                

removes from the viewer's eye the privilege of being the point from which the elements are organized.  

Théophile Gautier said that« There is nothing really beautiful but what is useless ». If it is true, then the stair                    

figured in Sous la cité Bergson in Saint-Étienne is absolutely magnificent. It disturbing spiral is worthy of the                  
2

impossible geometry of an Escher painting, with steps and a ramp appearing to belong to two different planes                  

of existence. The reckless human who would risk it would join another dimension. Around him, staggered                

footbridges defy the laws of gravity. The colors are also unreasonable: some tree trunks have the same color                  

than the stone pillars; others are darker than the shadows themselves; along the branches, green leaves seem                 

to have been added by a Douanier Rousseau lost in this lovecraftian dream. 

In Les jeux au square Anatole France called "The spider" in Saint Ouen , the accurate colors, the parallel lines                   
3

and the canceled depth give the impression of having entered in the artificial space of a video game, where we                    

have to solve some puzzle in Point and Click mode. The juxtaposition of a tourniquet too clear in the foreground                    

and foliage too fuzzy above reveal a bug in the matrix. The red filaments of the spider in the center recall the                      

polyhedra of the first virtual reality devices. Still no human flesh, even if the bars of Herculean buildings in the                    

background must be able to house thousands.  

Res nullius. Nil things. These public spaces should, however, be for everyone's use. Property of anyone, but                 

appropriable by everyone. Yet there is nobody. Everything is too clean. Time has stopped. Silence of death. The                  

cities of Camille Beauplan are ghost-cities that would make Bruno Latour lie: "There are no naked men on one                   
side and inhuman objects on the other". But if, objects can be so inhuman that they annul men. Worse still: this                     

urban furniture that distorts the space-time around it is not made up of "things without master". These objects                  

are useless, but they still serve an invisible master: the one who designed them and imposes through them the                   

citizens to go their way to make a clean place. 

1 http://camillebeauplan.com/peintures/balancoire-au-square-marmottan-de-st-ouen  
2 http://camillebeauplan.com/peintures/balancoire-au-square-marmottan-de-st-ouen  
3 http://camillebeauplan.com/peintures/balancoire-au-square-marmottan-de-st-ouen  
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For a long time, the economists thought that offered things for everyone's use will suffer inevitably to the “                   

commons tragedy”, jeopardised by ruins by humans unable to share without abuse. But Camille Beauplan’s               

things show us another face of this Tragedy, when some resources become “anti commons” by               

underutilization. What should be useful to all is uninhabitable, deserted, abandoned. Only the artist chooses to                

remain to paint a clever mix of landscape and still life, where vanity is replaced by an emptiness no less                    

harrowing. 

Why create artwork for these public spaces put in failure ? With Hannah Arendt, the works of art are precisely                    

among those things built to last, which open up a common world among humans, in which they can enter                   

together their words and their actions. Usually, it is the invasion by the crowd, the saturation by the publicity                   

that one denounces to evoke the crisis of the public space. Camille Beauplan presents another aspect, deeper                 

perhaps: a too empty instead of overflow, but it is still the inability to do public thing that transpires in these                     

places. 

The announced Tragedy is not always inevitable. In 2016, citizens gathered to occupy La place de la                 

République in Paris and claim the public space as a common good. It was called Nuit Debout and we made an                     

assembly on the slabs of the ground, a university between low walls, small gardens around the trees, a kitchen                   

next to the lampposts, a library on a bench. The things of the masters became again the thing of each and                     

everyone: it was enough for that to be agreed together. This place designed for us to go was our kindergarten                    

and we did not want to leave it.  

But this did not please the masters. Seeing that people getting used to tear gas, they had a skate park built                     

exactly where the assembly used to sit. They chose an absurd form, granite pyramids with sharp edges to                  

shout around: "Vade retro, citizens! Pharaoh commands you! ". With more authority than the CRS, these nil                 

things annulled what had begun to germinate and they are since our gravestones. 

We hope that Camille Beauplan will paint these res nullius to add them to her collection and continue to tear                    

the veil of banality to help us to perceive the absurdity of these desertified urban spaces and give us the rage                     

to make things common. 

 

Lionel Morel - 2018 
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IT’S BEAUTIFUL, IT’S CLEAN BUT IT DOESN'T WORK 

 

The paintings of Camille Beauplan transfigure a changing society, a tension between the past and the future.                 

We could call her performances retro-futuristic, showing a future as we see it in the past. Like Otto Hünte's                   

Metropolis chef, Camille Beauplan shows a sick society, with a crushing urbanism, unsuitable for humans but                

who throws it by his bombast. 

We can also experience in front of his paintings a strange twisting between the past and the future, present in                    

the "Panel of Urbino, View of the ideal city" of Francesco di Giorgio Martini and Luciano Laurana (1480). The                   

treatment of buildings and their perspectives, rigorously mathematical, now resemble at ordinary virtual             

architecture images, and posters of construction projects of large group shown on the facades of buildings of                 

the 1960s being demolished. No living soul in "Urbino Panel", or a handful of people in the "Baltimore Panel"                   

(fifteenth century), it was a vision of the ideal city, it always is. 

The paintings of Camille Beauplan could also be a post apocalyptic vision of our civilization, dehumanized, but                 

with a hint of irony. We are a little in the mood of Jacques Tati's "Mon Oncle" and the villa Arpel by his decorator                        

Henri Schmitt, or in "Playtime". It's beautiful, it's clean, but it does not work, the emptiness of spaces                  

overwhelms us, we are unsuited to our own constructions. 

The painters of the Barbizon school have taken a step back from the changes of the cities and their                   

industrialization. Camille Beauplan stays there, lives there, works on it, goes for a walk, confronts it, and shows                  

it in his paintings. For the Naturalists the landscape was incidental, for her he is the main character and that is                     

not why his paintings do not have a hint of this school. 

Cities and what they produce are exotic subjects for her who comes from the countryside. And the esoteric                  

side found in pebbles and trees, is not lost in places she paints, a bit like the models of supremacist Malevich                     

(Architectone, 1926), white, fragile , to constructions without windows and stairs that lead nowhere. 

The work of light and colors is very important in the treatment of the subjects she chooses. She likes to quote                     

the Fauves as references as Hopper or Hockney. Between what she sees and what she paints, there are the                   

photos she takes, but which are never printed. In this way, the colors remain bright until the moment of                   

painting. To be closer to the vision experienced in the real, closer to the emotions felt towards the subjects, and                    

as far as possible obstacles that could alter this feeling. Because there are days when new objects no longer                   

touch the earth, where the sorbets of great chefs come from space, where the buildings of the new                  

neighborhoods are holograms, where the children's parks of the cemeteries of objects "Design" and the               

skatepark cemeteries. 

  

A.D 

March 2018 
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